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Abstract

A practical approach to the provision of responsive Web
services is based on introducing redundancy in the service
implementation by replicating the service across a number
of servers geographically distributed over the Internet. In
this paper we compare the user perceived performance of
three dynamic server selection algorithms operating at the
client side, in order to provide some guidelines for adopt-
ing an algorithm that is appropriate for a given scenario.
All the three algorithms use small probes to assess the net-
work congestion and the server load before making a de-
cision. The first algorithm downloads the whole requested
Web page from a single server, while the other two algo-
rithms concurrently download different pieces of the same
requested Web page from different servers. The analysis is
conducted via simulation with ÆMPA/TwoTowers.

1 Introduction

The success of a Web service is largely dependent on
its responsiveness, i.e. the timeliness and availability with
which the service is provided to its users. From the time-
liness viewpoint, several techniques have been proposed in
the literature, which share the idea of constructing a Web
service out of replicated servers forming a cluster of work-
stations and distributing the client request load among those
servers. Service availability is achieved through the redun-
dancy inherent in the service implementation.

In [8] it is however argued that the techniques above
can only partially meet the availability requirement, be-
cause they suffer e.g. from the vulnerability to failures of
the router/gateway that interfaces the service cluster with
the rest of the network. Moreover, the techniques above
are not able to control the client latency time over the net-
work, hence they cannot be deployed in such a way that they
achieve a full timeliness.

In order to overcome the limitations above, in [8, 4] it
has been proposed to replicate the servers across the Inter-
net rather than in a cluster of workstations. In the Internet
framework, a successful deployment depends on the abil-
ity of binding the client to the most convenient replicas and
maintaining data consistency among the replicas. In the fol-
lowing we assume that data consistency is guaranteed by
some dedicated mechanism.

Previous work in the field of task assignment policies for
distributed server systems (see, e.g., [7, 5, 9] and the ref-
erences therein) study different classes of server selection
algorithms at the client side. The investigated algorithms
differ for the selection criteria, which essentially are based
on either exploiting past performance data or sending small
probes to assess the current conditions about the network
congestion and server load, but share the characteristic of
selecting a single server out of the set of available servers.

In this paper we focus on the class of probe based al-
gorithms, which we call dynamic algorithms, and we ex-
tend previous studies by comparing the performance of the
classical dynamic algorithm, which selects a single server,
with the performance of two novel dynamic algorithms [6],
which select several servers from which different pieces of
the same requested Web page are concurrently downloaded.
The performance metrics considered in the comparison is
the user response time, intended as the time elapsed be-
tween the generation of a HTTP request and the rendering at
the client side of the requested Web page. This study should
provide some guidelines for the adoption of a dynamic al-
gorithm that is appropriate for a certain configuration.

The analysis of the three dynamic server selection algo-
rithms is conducted via simulation, by assuming the size of
the requested Web pages to follow a heavy tailed distribu-
tion in order to fit the degree of variability of empirically
measured workloads. However, instead of writing a con-
ventional simulation program, we have resorted to formal
methods. More precisely, we have modeled the replicated
Web service and the three algorithms with ÆMPA [2], an
architectural description language based on the stochastic



process algebra EMPAgr,vp [3, 1], and we have carried out
the simulation experiments with the related software tool
TwoTowers [1]. The reason for this is that ÆMPA allows
one to model systems in a compositional, hierarchical and
visual way and is equipped with system architecture level
checks and functional verification techniques that helps to
detect the presence of modeling errors and possibly pinpoint
their causes. All these features enhance the confidence in
the correctness of the developed models, thereby constitut-
ing a more adequate framework than conventional simula-
tion programs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we il-
lustrate the three dynamic server selection algorithms. In
Sect. 3 we give a brief overview of the technology used to
conduct our analysis, i.e. ÆMPA and TwoTowers. In Sect. 4
we present the ÆMPA model of the scenario being exam-
ined. In Sect. 5 we provide and discuss the simulation re-
sults about the responsiveness of the three algorithms. Fi-
nally, Sect. 6 contains some concluding remarks.

2 Dynamic Server Selection Algorithms

In this section we illustrate the three client side, server
selection algorithms under examination by informally de-
scribing their behavior. From a theoretical viewpoint, such
algorithms can be regarded as task assignment policies for a
distributed server system. A task assignment policy is a rule
that establishes how the service requests must be assigned
to the servers of the system. The problem of finding a task
assignment policy that improves the system performance
perceived by the system users has been extensively investi-
gated analytically, empirically, and via simulation (see,e.g.,
[7, 5, 9] and the references therein). This has resulted in a
classification of the task assignment policies into static,sta-
tistical, and dynamic. Static policies select a server on the
basis of the resource capacity, such as number of hops, con-
nection bandwidth, and server architecture. Statistical algo-
rithms, instead, reflect typical levels of resource availability
or contention as they consider past performance data, such
as latencies and bandwidths, to choose a server. Finally, dy-
namic or run time algorithms use small probes to detect the
current network and server conditions in order to make a
decision based on the current response times.

In this paper we concentrate on dynamic policies be-
cause, besides adapting automatically to changes in the net-
work and server conditions, previous studies (see, e.g., [5])
show that dynamic probes are easy to implement and add
little traffic or delay overhead. On the contrary, good esti-
mators for statistical policies are difficult and cumbersome
to obtain and update, because: bandwidth and latency re-
lated data must be collected for each server, bandwidths
and latencies depend upon time-of-day and day-of-week,
repeated measurements exhibit large skew, long tails, and

high variability, and estimators go stale when network or
server resources are upgraded.

Each of the three dynamic algorithms that we consider
operates in two phases. In the first phase, after receiving a
HTTP request, the algorithm sends a HTTP HEAD to every
HTTP server supporting the service. This is obtained by
having the DNS converting the service URL into the related
server IP addresses and then opening a TCP/IP connection
with every server. These HTTP HEADs are used to estimate
the response time for each HTTP server, which depends on
the current network traffic and the current server load. If
properly set, the HTTP HEAD also returns the size of the
Web page to download. On the basis of the HTTP HEAD
responses, in the second phase the algorithm makes a deci-
sion and sends a HTTP GET. The contribution of our study
is to compare the performance of the classical dynamic al-
gorithm, which downloads the whole Web page from a sin-
gle server, with the performance of two novel dynamic al-
gorithms, which concurrently download different pieces of
the same Web page from different servers.

2.1 Algorithm A1

The first algorithm [8, 4], hereafter referred to asA1 , is
the classical dynamic algorithm. For every HTTP request,
A1 sends a HTTP HEAD to each of the HTTP servers in
order to test their response times. As soon as one of the
servers responds,A1 starts downloading the whole page
from that server by sending it a HTTP GET.

From the timeliness viewpoint,A1 does not take into
account the fact that the congestion of the connection to the
chosen server and the load of the chosen server can increase
while downloading the page. From the reliability viewpoint,
A1 is vulnerable to failures of the connection to the chosen
server or of the server itself.

2.2 Algorithm A2

The second algorithm [6], hereafter referred to asA2 ,
tries to improve onA1 by concurrently downloading
different pieces of the same Web page from different HTTP
servers. LikeA1 , A2 initially sends a HTTP HEAD to
each of the HTTP servers in order to test their response
times. As soon as all of the servers have responded,
A2 fragments the Web page to be downloaded into as
many subpages as there are available servers, based on
the principle that the faster a server is, the greater the
size of the subpage that will be downloaded from that
server. Formally, it there aren available servers with
speedss1, . . . , sn Kbytes/msec, respectively, and the size
of the Web page to be retrieved isz Kbytes, then the size
of the fragment requested to serveri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is given by



zi = z · si/
n∑

j=1

sj Kbytes

After the computation above,A2 concurrently downloads
different pieces of the requested Web page from all of the
available servers by sending to each of them a HTTP GET.

Although A2 fully realizes a distribution of the load
among the available servers, which should reduce the user
response time w.r.t.A1 , A2 suffers from problems similar
to those ofA1 because it is vulnerable to increasing load or
failures of the connection to the initially available servers or
of the servers themselves.

2.3 Algorithm A3

The third algorithm [6], hereafter referred to asA3 ,
tries to improve onA2 by periodically recomputing the
size of the Web subpages in order to adapt to the changing
conditions of the connections and the HTTP servers.A3

operates in1 + m phases. In the first phase,A3 sends a
HTTP HEAD to each of the HTTP servers in order to test
their response times. As soon as all of the servers have
responded,A3 fragments the Web page to be downloaded
into as many subpages as there are available servers, based
on the same principle asA2 , with the difference that
their sizes are computed according to the durationp of a
monitoring period. Formally,m monitoring periods ofp
msec are necessary to concurrently donwload a Web page
of z Kbytes from all of the available servers. If at the
beginning of monitoring periodk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, there arenk

available servers with speedssk,1, . . . , sk,n Kbytes/msec,
respectively, then the size of the fragment requested to
serveri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, via a HTTP GET is given by

zk,i = sk,i · p Kbytes

where eachsk,i is measured on the basis of the actual
number of Kbytes downloaded from serveri in the previous
period. If serveri provides the requestedzk,i Kbytes before
monitoring periodk terminates, i.e. after0 < p′ < p msec
have elapsed, then further

z′k,i = (zk,i/p′) · (p − p′) Kbytes

are requested to it via a HTTP GET, wherezk,i/p′ is the
new speed of serveri andp − p′ is the remaining duration
of monitoring periodk. If instead serveri does not provide
the requestedzk,i Kbytes by the end of monitoring period
k, at the beginning of monitoring periodk + 1 no new
HTTP GET is sent to it; this will be sent when serveri
terminates, say0 < p′ < p msec after the beginning of
periodk′ > k, and at that point further

z′k′,i = (zk,i/(p · (k′ − k) + p′)) · (p − p′) Kbytes

are requested to it. The numberm of monitoring periods
necessary to download the whole Web page depends upon
z, p, and the number and responsiveness of the servers.

From the timeliness viewpoint,A3 realizes an adaptive
distribution of the load among the available servers by tak-
ing into account the fact that the congestion of the connec-
tion to the available servers and the load of the available
servers can vary while downloading the page. From the re-
liability viewpoint, A3 can redistribute the download tasks
assigned to failed servers (which do not respond within a
certain number of monitoring periods) among the remain-
ing available servers.

3 ÆMPA/TwoTowers Technology

In this section we give a brief overview of the
ÆMPA/TwoTowers technology employed to analyze the
performance of the three dynamic server selection algo-
rithms introduced in the previous section.

ÆMPA [2] is an architectural description language
built on top of the compositional algebraic language
EMPAgr,vp [3, 1]. A description in ÆMPA is an architec-
tural type (AT). As shown in Table 1, each AT is defined
as a function of its architectural element types (AETs), its
topology, its architectural interactions (AIs), and its generic
parameters. An AET is in turn defined as a function of its
behavior, specified either as a family of EMPAgr,vp sequen-
tial terms or through an invocation of a previously specified
AT, and its interactions, specified as a set of EMPAgr,vp ac-
tion types. The architectural topology consists of a fixed
set of architectural element instances (AEIs) related by a
fixed set of attachments among their interactions. AIs are
interactions of AEIs that act as interactions for the whole
AT, thus supporting hierarchical architectural modeling.Fi-
nally, generic parameters are values for parametric rates and
weights.

To clarify how ÆMPA works, we provide the architec-
tural description of a pipe-filter system. Such a system con-
sists of three processing elements with identical structure –
a server with a one position buffer – but different service
rates. After leaving the first processing element, an item is
immediately forwarded by the pipe to one of the other two
processing elements with a certain routing probability.

The first part of the ÆMPA description of the system
defines the name of the AT and its parameters:

archi type PipeFilter(FilterT ,PipeT ;
PipeFilterI ;
rate service rate0,
rate service rate1,
rate service rate2,
weight routing prob)

The specification above indicates that the AT named
PipeFilter relies on two AETs,FilterT andPipeT , a set
PipeFilterI of AIs, and four generic parameters that repre-
sent the service rates of the three processing elements and
the routing probability.



archi type 〈name and parameters〉
archi elem types 〈architectural element types: behaviors and interactions〉
archi topology 〈architectural topology: architectural element instances and attachments〉
archi interactions 〈architectural interactions〉

end

Table 1. ÆMPA textual notation

The second part of the description defines the AETs that
have been specified to be parameters of the AT in the first
part. Each AET is defined through a family of EMPAgr,vp

sequential terms (or an invocation of a previously specified
AT) expressing its behavior and a set of EMPAgr,vp action
types expressing its interactions:

archi elem types

elem type FilterT (Filter ;
FilterI ;
rate µ)

behavior

Filter
∆
= <accept item, ∗>.Filter ′

Filter ′ ∆
= <accept item, ∗>.Filter ′′ +

<serve item, µ>.Filter

Filter ′′ ∆
= <serve item, µ>.Filter ′

interactions FilterI = accept item,
serve item

elem type PipeT (Pipe;
PipeI ;
weight p)

behavior

Pipe
∆
= <accept item, ∗>.

(<forward item1,∞1,p>.Pipe +
<forward item2,∞1,1−p>.Pipe)

interactions PipeI = accept item,
forward item1,
forward item2

The specification above indicates that AETFilterT has
the behavior described by termFilter , which represents a
processing element with capacity two and service rateµ,
and the interactions described by action type setFilterI .
Initially, the filter can only accept an item from the out-
side, thus evolving intoFilter ′. If an item is in the buffer
(Filter ′), then either another item from the outside is ac-
cepted or the item in the buffer is served. If two items are in
the buffer (Filter ′′), no more items can be accepted; the fil-
ter can only serve one of the waiting items. Similarly, AET
PipeT has the behavior described by termPipe and the in-
teractions described by action type setPipeI . The pipe re-
peatedly accepts an item and forwards it along one of two
different routes, with probabilitiesp and1− p respectively.

The third part of the description defines the topology of

the AT in terms of instances of the previously introduced
AETs and related attachments among their interactions:
archi topology F0 : FilterT (service rate0)

F1 : FilterT (service rate1)
F2 : FilterT (service rate2)
P : PipeT (routing prob)
F0.serve item to P.accept item

F1.accept item to P.forward item1

F2.accept item to P.forward item2

The attachments above specify that an instanceP of PipeT

is connected to an upstream instanceF0 of FilterT and two
downstream instancesF1, F2 of FilterT .

Finally, the fourth part defines the AIs. They are
interactions of the previously defined AEIs that are used
when defining the behavior of an AET of another AT by
invoking the AT being specified, i.e. when plugging the AT
at hand in the context of a larger system:
archi interactions PipeFilterI = F0.accept item,

F1.serve item,
F2.serve item

The AIs above support hierarchical modeling, and may be
exploited e.g. in the description of a client-server systemin
which the server has the pipe-filter architecture above.
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Figure 1. Graphical description of PipeFilter

PipeFilter can be pictorially represented through the
graphical notation of ÆMPA. This results in the flow graph
of Fig. 1, where boxes denote AEIs, black circles/white
squares denote interactions/AIs, and edges between ports
denote attachments.



The semantics for ÆMPA is formally defined by transla-
tion into EMPAgr,vp, by composing in parallel the sequen-
tial terms describing the behavior of the AEIs, with the syn-
chronization sets being defined according to the declared at-
tachments. Based on such a semantics, ÆMPA is equipped
with all the functional verification and performance evalu-
ation techniques of EMPAgr,vp. Additionally, specific sys-
tem architecture level checks have been introduced – archi-
tectural compatibility, architectural interoperability, and ar-
chitectural conformity – to detect mismatches and possibly
identify their causes.

ÆMPA specifications can be analyzed by means of
an enhanced version of the software tool TwoTowers [1].
TwoTowers requires the user to provide:(i) a specifi-
cation at the architectural level of the system to be de-
signed/studied in ÆMPA,(ii) a description of the func-
tional requirements to be met by the system in an ÆMPA
companion language based on temporal logic, and(iii) a
representation of the QoS metrics of interest for the system
in a further ÆMPA companion language based on rewards.
Besides a graphical user interface and a compiler for ÆMPA
to EMPAgr,vp and then to state transition graphs, from the
analysis standpoint TwoTowers is endowed with a kernel for
conducting architectural coordination checks, a kernel for
the verification of functional requirements (mostly based on
the model checking technique), and a kernel for the evalua-
tion of performance metrics (through both Markovian anal-
ysis and simulation).

4 Modeling the Three Algorithms

The three dynamic server selection algorithms for repli-
cated Web services introduced in Sect. 2 have been mod-
eled through the graphical notation of ÆMPA as shown in
Fig. 2. In the scenario of Fig. 2 the dynamic server selec-
tion algorithm is implemented in the client browser. There
are ten AEIs: the client, the algorithm, four Internet connec-
tions between the algorithm and the servers, and four HTTP
servers.

The client has one parameter represented by the size dis-
tribution of the Web page to be downloaded. The client
browser forwards each received Web page request to the al-
gorithm and waits for the page to be retrieved. The algo-
rithm, which has a parameter represented by the monitoring
period only in the case ofA3 , sends a HTTP HEAD to each
HTTP server and on the basis of the responses it decides
how to download the page by sending the necessary HTTP
GETs. The network connections have the same structure
and may differ only for the distribution of the transmission
delay. Likewise, the HTTP servers have the same structure
and may differ only for their utilization. Due to lack of
space, the behavior of each AET is not reported here.

It is worth pointing out that the behavior of the network

connection AET and the behavior of the server AET have
been modeled just once and then invoked four times each in
the scenario above, thus achieving a high degree of specifi-
cation reuse. Even more important from the point of view of
saving time during the modeling process is the fact that the
architectural scenario has been represented only once for
each of the three algorithms. We also observe that ÆMPA
has allowed us to easily represent the combination of two ar-
chitectural styles, which are the layered organization com-
posed of the client browser and the algorithm and the overall
client-server organization. We conclude by mentioning the
fact that all of the three ÆMPA specifications have passed
the architectural compatibility check, which guarantees that
they are deadlock free. In particular, such a check has al-
lowed us to discover a mismatch in an early ÆMPA model
of A1 , which caused unexpected responsiveness results.

5 Responsiveness Comparison

The ÆMPA specifications of the three dynamic server
selection algorithms illustrated in the previous section have
been analyzed through the simulation routine of TwoTow-
ers, in order to assess the responsiveness perceived by a
single client in different configurations. Every simulation
experiment for a given configuration has consisted of 20
simulation runs, each considering 100 Web page requests
issued by the client. The simulation results have been ob-
tained with 90% confidence level, where the extremes of
each confidence interval are within 10% of the correspond-
ing estimated value. The 96 simulation experiments have
been conducted under the Solaris operating system on a PC
with a 800 MHz CPU and a 768 Mbyte RAM.

In the scenario of Fig. 2 four HTTP servers are con-
sidered because we wanted to contrast our simulation re-
sults with responsiveness values measured on the field dur-
ing some experiments in which the client was located at
the Department of Computer Science of the University of
Bologna, the first server was located at the Laboratory for
Computer Science of the University of Bologna in Cesena
(4 hops from the client), the second server was located at
the International Center of Theoretical Physics in Trieste
(9 hops), the third server was located at the Department
of Computing Science of the University of Newcastle (15
hops), and the fourth server was located at the Computer
Science Department of the University of California at San
Diego (19 hops) [6]. Note that the four considered HTTP
servers constitute a good combination of short, middle and
long distances. In the simulation experiments, it is assumed
that no link/server failure occurs.

For the four HTTP servers above, the network delays and
the server utilizations have been set as follows. As far as
transmission delays are concerned, we have chosen for all
the Internet connections to the HTTP servers a Gaussian
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Figure 2. ÆMPA graphical description of the replicated Web se rvice

distribution with meanµ and standard deviationσ. The two
parameters of such a distribution vary from server to server
and have been estimated on the field through the ping com-
mand for a MTU of 1.5 Kbytes:µ = 9 msec andσ = 1
msec for Cesena,µ = 27 msec andσ = 8 msec for Trieste,
µ = 35 msec andσ = 5 msec for Newcastle, andµ = 100
msec andσ = 10 msec for San Diego. Given these figures
for the basic transmission delay of each server, the trans-
mission delay at the HTTP level forx Kbytes from a given
HTTP server is obtained from the basic transmission delay
of that server by assuming an increment equal to 50% of
the basic transmission delay for each additional slot of 1.5
Kbytes ofx [10]. The utilization of each HTTP server has
been fixed to 80%. Assuming an exponential arrival process
with rate 0.01 reqs/msec, the utilization above determinesa
service rate of 0.0125 reqs/msec. The inverse of the service
rate is taken to be the service time for an average size Web
page request, so the service time for an actual Web page re-
quest is determined by properly scaling the previous value.

The size of the requested Web pages is assumed to follow
a heavy tailed distribution in order to fit the degree of vari-
ability of empirically measured workloads. More precisely,
we have used a bounded Pareto distribution and we have
conducted simulation experiments for two pairs of bounds –
50..5000 Kbytes, with an average size of 150 Kbytes (small
pages), and 500..5000 Kbytes, with an average size of 1000
Kbytes (large pages) – for three different values of the pa-
rameter of the distribution – 1.8 (low variability), 1.5, and
1.2 (high variability). Moreover, we have considered ten
different values for the monitoring period ofA3 : 300, 600,
900, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100, 2400, 2700, and 3000 msec.

In Fig. 3 we report the responsiveness of the three
dynamic server selection algorithms for 50..5000 Kbyte
bounds (small pages). For the sake of completeness, the
first figure shows the responsiveness achieved by using a
single server: each curve is labeled with the name of the
corresponding server. As expected, Cesena achieves the
best performance, followed by Trieste, Newcastle, and San
Diego. The second figure shows that if algorithmA1 is
used, we obtain a responsiveness that is worse than that
of Cesena alone, because of the overhead due to the initial
HTTP HEADs, but better than that of the other three servers
when considered in isolation. IfA2 is used instead, we ob-
serve a responsiveness comparable to that of Newcastle in
isolation from 1.8 to 1.5, with the response times dramati-
cally increasing from 1.5 to 1.2. The reason for this is that
the overhead introduced byA2 (which has to wait for the
probe response from all the servers) cannot be amortized
in this configuration, in which most of the requested Web
pages are very small. The last two figures show the respon-
siveness ofA3 for different durations of the monitoring pe-
riod. The performance ofA3 improves when increasing the
duration of the monitoring period, as too frequent checks re-
sult in a big overhead, and tends to the performance ofA2

(A2 can be viewed as a version ofA3 in which the duration
of the monitoring period is infinite).

In Fig. 4 we report the responsiveness of the three algo-
rithms for 500..5000 Kbyte bounds (large pages). In this
configuration we see thatA2 andA3 perform much bet-
ter as here their overhead can be amortized over bigger re-
quested Web pages. In particular,A2 outperformsA1 and
A3 (3000) is outperformed only by Cesena. Here the reason
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Figure 3. Responsiveness measured for 50..5000 Kbyte bound s
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Figure 4. Responsiveness measured for 500..5000 Kbyte boun ds



is that the Internet connection between Bologna and Cesena
has a bandwith of 34 Mbps, i.e. it is essentially as if the
client and the server were connected by a LAN within the
same building. This suggests that, in the situation in which
one of the servers is at least one order of magnitude faster
than the others, it is more convenient – from the timeliness
viewpoint – to resort to such a server only. On the contrary,
when the servers have comparable speeds, the load distribu-
tion algorithms are effective.

A reason for resorting toA3 also in the case of a fast
server is to achieve a greater service availability. In fact,
our simulation experiments have been conducted under the
assumption of absence of link/server failures. Should such
failures be taken into account in the simulation experi-
ments, the results concerning the responsiveness of the sin-
gle servers,A1 , andA2 would be much worse than those
reported in the figures above, while the degradation of the
performance ofA3 would be more limited, as the avail-
able servers could dynamically take care of the download-
ing tasks assigned to the unreachable/failed servers. We also
note that the responsiveness ofA3 critically depends on the
duration of the monitoring period, which must be set ac-
cording to the speed of the slowest server in order to avoid
the overhead due to exceedingly frequent checks.

We conclude by mentioning the fact that some of the
curves in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 have been compared with the
corresponding curves in [6], which describe the results ob-
tained by conducting some experiments on the field. The
outcome of the comparison is a full qualitative agreement,
in the sense that the relationships among the responsiveness
of the contrasted curves are preserved. On the quantitative
side, the figures in this paper show better results than those
achieved on the field, the reason being that the experiments
described in [6] were conducted some months earlier with a
much slower connection between Bologna and Cesena.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have conducted a case study on the per-
formance of three dynamic server selection algorithms for
responsive Web services, with two of them sharing the novel
characteristic of concurrently downloading different frag-
ments of the same Web page from different servers.

From the point of view of the examined algorithms, first
we have found out that they are effective – for timeliness
related purposes – only in the case in which none of the
servers is much faster than the others, because in such a case
the overhead introduced by the algorithms is not compen-
sated for by the load distribution. Second, the simulation re-
sults have confirmed thatA3 is the algorithm that achieves
the best responsiveness among the considered ones, but
only in the case of large requested Web pages. Third, we
have discovered that the performance ofA3 heavily de-

pends on the duration of its monitoring period.
From the point of view of the employed technology, the

modeling process has been greatly simplified by the use
of a compositional, hierarchical and visual formalism like
ÆMPA. In particular, it is worth mentioning the high de-
gree of specification reusability, which has allowed us to
model the replicated Web service only once for the three al-
gorithms. Furthermore, the architectural coordination ker-
nel of TwoTowers has helped us in verifying the correctness
of the ÆMPA specifications.
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